Section 1: The Coming Forth of the Book of Mormon

1. Joseph Smith on the Correctness and Importance of the Book of Mormon
2. The Keystone of Our Religion
3. Joseph Smith on How the Book of Mormon Will Prove Him a True Prophet
4. Emma Smith on the Book of Mormon Translation Process, Quote 1
5. Emma Smith on the Book of Mormon Translation Process, Quote 2
6. Emma Smith on the Physical Characteristics of the Book of Mormon Plates
7. Elder B. H. Roberts on the Holy Spirit and Scholarly Evidence
8. Austin Farrer on Rational Argument and Belief
10. Events Surrounding the Translation of the Book of Mormon, 1829–1830
11. Church History Sites near Palmyra, New York, 1820–1831
12. Church History Sites in Western New York, 1820–1831

Section 2: The Structure of the Book of Mormon

13. Book of Mormon Plates and Records
14. Contents of the Plates of Brass
15. Sources behind the Book of Ether
16. Who Kept the Records in the Book of Mormon? (Overview)
17. Who Kept the Records in the Book of Mormon? (By Lineages)
18. Whose Words Are Found in the Book of Mormon?
19. Writings of Lehi
20. Writings of Mormon
21. Writings of Moroni
22. Number of Pages in Books of the Book of Mormon
23. Average Number of Pages Covering One Nephite Year
24. Nephite Books Compared by Length and Years Covered
25. Nephite Books Listed Chronologically

Section 3: Chronology of the Book of Mormon

26. Life Spans of Lehi’s Lineage
27. Life Spans of Mosiah’s Lineage
28. Life Spans of Alma’s Lineage
29. Flashbacks in the Book of Mosiah
30. Flashbacks in the Book of Alma
31. Jaredite Kings
32. Nephite and Lamanite Kings
Section 4: Jesus Christ in the Book of Mormon

41 People to Whom Jesus Christ or the Angel of the Lord Appeared
42 Nephite Declaration of Faith
43 Consistent Elements in Nephite Declarations of Faith
44 Names Used for Christ by Major Book of Mormon Authors
45 Names and Concepts Associated with Christ by Major Book of Mormon Authors
46 Number of Names Used for Christ by Major Book of Mormon Authors
47 Number of Names for Christ Used Exclusively by Individual Authors
48 Samuel the Lamanite's Prophecies
49 Destructions at the Death of Christ
50 Old Testament Passages Quoted by Jesus Christ in 3 Nephi
51 The Coming of Christ to the Nephites: A Pattern for His Second Coming
52 Does Christ Have a Body?

Section 5: Teachings of the Book of Mormon

53 Key Doctrinal Chapters: 1 Nephi–Omni
54 Key Doctrinal Chapters: Mosiah–Alma
55 Key Doctrinal Chapters: Helaman–Moroni
56 The Gospel in the Book of Mormon
57 Citations of the Word “Covenant”
58 Book of Mormon Covenant Language
59 Baptism of Alma’s People at the Waters of Mormon
60 The Speeches of Alma
61 50 Questions of Alma 5: Overview
62 50 Questions of Alma 5: Questions 1–17
63 50 Questions of Alma 5: Questions 18–29
64 50 Questions of Alma 5: Questions 30–40
65 50 Questions of Alma 5: Questions 41–50
66 The Ways of Life and Death: Overview
67 The Ways of Life and Death: The Visionary Perception of Lehi and Nephi
68 The Ways of Life and Death: Jacob's Explanation
69 The Ways of Life and Death: Benjamin's Explanation
70 The Ways of Life and Death: Abinadi’s Explanation
71 The Ways of Life and Death: The Voice of the Lord to Alma the Elder
72 The Ways of Life and Death: Alma the Younger’s Explanation in Zarahemla
73 The Ways of Life and Death: Alma the Younger’s Explanation in Ammonihah
74 The Ways of Life and Death: Alma the Younger’s Explanation to Corianton
75 The Ways of Life and Death: Mormon’s Explanation
Section 6: Messages of the Book of Mormon

- Interpretation of Lehi’s Vision
- The Allegory of the Olive Tree
- Symbolic Elements in Zenos’s Allegory
- Personal Applications of Olive Symbolism
- Five Keys to Understanding Isaiah
- King Benjamin’s Coronation of Mosiah
- Three Steps in Benjamin’s Logic on Service
- Overview of Benjamin’s Speech
- Benjamin’s Themes Related to the Israelite New Year
- Benjamin’s Themes Related to the Day of Atonement
- Benjamin’s Themes Related to the Feast of Tabernacles
- Benjamin’s Themes Related to Sabbatical and Jubilee Years

Section 7: Comparative Studies of the Book of Mormon

- A Comparison of Lehi’s Dream and Nephi’s Vision
- Three Biblical Archetypes Compared to Nephi’s Construction of the Ship
- 1 Nephi and the Exodus
- Three Trees in the Book of Mormon
- Isaiah Passages Listed by Book of Mormon Reference
- Isaiah Passages Listed by Isaiah Reference
- Outlines of Passages Quoting Isaiah
- Four Stages of the Nephite Prophetic View
- Treaty-Covenant Pattern in the Old Testament and Benjamin’s Speech
- Benjamin’s and Mosiah’s Covenant Ceremonies Compared with Old Testament Rituals
- Elements Found in Great Farewell Addresses
- Alma’s Quotation of Lehi
- Helaman’s Quotation of Benjamin
- Samuel’s Quotation of Benjamin
- Three Accounts of Alma’s Conversion
- Shared Words in the Three Accounts of Alma’s Conversion
- Women in the Book of Mormon
- Missionary Work

Section 8: Money in the Book of Mormon

- King Mosiah’s Monetary System
- The Utility of the Gold Antion
- The Utility of the Onti and Limnah
- Egyptian Hieroglyphs for Grain Measurement
Section 9: Law in the Book of Mormon

114 Legal Traditions Related to Biblical Law
115 When Is It Better for One Man to Perish Than an Entire Nation?
116 Did Lehi Organize His Posterity into Seven Tribes?
117 Ancient Sealed, Doubled Documents
118 Sealed or Sealed-Up Documents
119 How Do You Say “Law” in Hebrew?
120 Jacob's Ten Woes and the Ten Commandments
121 Legal Cases and Procedures in the Book of Mormon
122 Three Diverse Opponents of the Nephites
123 Legal Charges Brought against Abinadi
124 Did Abinadi Prophesy against King Noah on Pentecost?
125 Benjamin and the Law of the King
126 The Law of Apostate Cities
127 A Comparison of Nephite Law Lists

Section 10: Word Studies of the Book of Mormon

128 Chiasmus in Leviticus 24:13–23
129 Chiasmus in Matthew 13:13–18
130 Chiasmus in Mosiah 3:18–19
131 Chiasmus in Mosiah 5:10–12
132 Chiasmus in Alma 36
133 Chiasmus in Helaman 6:7–13
134 “It Came to Pass” Occurrences in the Book of Mormon
135 Wordprints and the Book of Mormon

Section 11: War in the Book of Mormon

136 Wars in the Book of Mormon
137 Data on Wars Involving the Nephites
138 The Two Final Battles
139 Ancient Steel Weapons
140 Comparison of European and Mayan Armor
141 Number of Months Involving Nephite Military Actions
142 References to Nephite Fortifications Recorded in the Book of Mormon
143 Mesoamerican Fortified and Defensive Sites by Period

Section 12: Cycles in the Book of Mormon

144 Nephite Cycle of Righteousness: Mormon's Warning for Us Today
145 Nephite Cycles: Years 1–49 of the Reign of the Judges (90–40 B.C.)
146 Nephite Cycles: Years 50–90 of the Reign of the Judges (39–1 B.C.)
147 Nephite Cycles: Years A.D. 1–34
Section 13: Geography in the Book of Mormon

148 Twelve Requirements for the Land of Bountiful
149 Ten Essential Features of Book of Mormon Geography
150 Geographical Names Listed Alphabetically
151 Geographical Names Listed by Scripture Reference
152 Journeys Indicating Distances
153 Twelve Journeys between the Cities of Nephi and Zarahemla
154 Further Details in the Land of Nephi
155 From Nephi to Zarahemla: Alma's Escape
156 Proposed Details around Zarahemla
157 Alma's Journeys in the Land of Zarahemla
158 From Nephi to Zarahemla: The Missionary Journeys of Mosiah's Sons
159 Plausible Locations of the Final Battles
160 Plausible Locations in Mesoamerica for Book of Mormon Places
161 Mesoamerica
162 Archaeological Sites in Mesoamerica
163 Metals in the Book of Mormon
164 The Colors of the Scriptures

Section 14: The First Edition of the Book of Mormon

165 The Original Book of Mormon Title Page
166 Preface to the Book of Mormon
167 Copyright Page of the Book of Mormon
168 Testimony of the Three Witnesses
169 Testimony of the Eight Witnesses
170 Comparison of Chapter Divisions: 1830 and 1981 Editions

Section 15: Invitations of the Book of Mormon

171 Nephi's Invitation
172 Nephi's Testimony
173 Benjamin's Plea
174 Christ's Invitation
175 Mormon's Invitation
176 Moroni's Promise
177 Moroni's Invitation